
Galenica – Health and wellbeing are at the heart of what we do. 

Wholesale & Logistics

A strong partner for physicians

Andreas Koch, Head of Wholesale & Logistics

Investor Day, 14 October 2021, Interlaken



The average age of general 
practitioners increases: 

The “family practice” is 
losing ground.

Especially in rural regions: 

Already today, it is difficult to 
assure basic medical care. 

The changing medical landscape in Switzerland
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The example Eastern Switzerland: 

Red = regions with insufficient basic medical care

Yellow = regions on the threshold of insufficient basic medical care



Galenica in the medical practice market:

The elements of our strategy
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Self-dispensing doctors and 

specialists

Strong position due to longstanding market 

performance and high quality 

Strategic focus on 

medical centres

Support with start up, operation and 

expansion

Medical technology and laboratory equipment

Everything from a single source – available at short notice, attractive product range

                        
                     

                        
                                             

                     

                         
                     



Medical centres will increase the attractiveness of the 

general practitioner profession
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Sources: Institute of Family Medicine of Basel, Polipraxis St. Gallen

Optimistic scenario: 50% of medical students become GPs –

this would secure basic healthcare by the year 2040

Realistic scenario: 25% of medical students become GPs as it is

the case so far – this covers only half of basic healthcare needs

by the year 2025

100% of basic healthcare needs

50% of basic healthcare needs



Our services for medical centres
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Practice 

opening 

and setup, 

co-

financing

Attractive 

and 

complete 

range of 

products

Quality 

logistics

Practice and 

pharmacy 

management

Personal advice along the medical centre’s 

entire value-added chain

Medical 

centre

                   
                     

                           
                     

                         
                     

                        
                     



Dr. med. Adrian Palma, docstation, Zurich
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A doctor’s point of view

“In Galexis, we have a strong partner that supplies us in the 

pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical sectors. We don’t need to 

access different suppliers. 

We can contact the partners who support us directly on a day-to-day 

basis, either by e-mail or telephone. 

This makes the processes very efficient.”

Video 

Dr. Palma
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Growing share of deliveries to doctors

in a growth market

As of June 2021

Source: IQVIA iQPharma overall market index with 

restriction on the Swissmedic lists ABCD

Data may include roundings
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Galenica – Gesundheit und 

Wohlbefinden liegen uns am Herzen.

Projects Modulo & Avance



Wholesale & Logistics modernisation projects in a nutshell

− Objective: Modernisation of Distribution 

Centre in Ecublens

− Started in 2017

− Estimated CAPEX CHF 33.5 million

− Business Unit: Galexis

− Full financial benefit from 2023 onwards

− Objective: Renewal of ERP and WM 

Systems

− Started in 2016

− Estimated CAPEX CHF 71.6 million

− Business Units: Alloga and Galexis

− Full financial benefit from 2025 onwards
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Three reasons for investing in our infrastructure
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Future 
growth

Re-investment

Efficiency



Modulo & Avance: Key achievements and next milestones
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Continuous go-lives at 

Alloga

Building 

concept 

approved

1/3 of 

Alloga‘s

business 

on SAP

First parts 

of facility 

rebuilt

Building 

completed 

by end of 

year

Go-live of 

conveyor

System 

con-

figuration 

Galexis

Go-live of 

Galexis

Ecublens

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Go-live of 

Galexis

Niederbipp



Disclaimer
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Disclaimer Galenica

Certain statements, beliefs and opinions in this presentation are forward-looking, which reflect the Company’s or, as appropriate, the Company’s directors’ current expectations and 

projections about future events. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause actual results or events to differ 

materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the 

plans and events described herein. A multitude of factors including, but not limited to, changes in demand, competition and technology, can cause actual events, performance or results to 

differ significantly from any anticipated development. Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation 

that such trends or activities will continue in the future. As a result, the Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any update or revisions to any forward-

looking statements in this presentation as a result of any change in expectations or any change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which these forward-looking 

statements are based. Neither the Company nor its advisers or representatives nor any of its of their parent or subsidiary undertakings or any such person’s officers or employees 

guarantees that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does either accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the forward-looking 

statements contained in this presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which speak only 

as of the date of this presentation.

Disclaimer IQVIA

© 2021, IQVIA AG

All rights reserved. The information may not be duplicated, stored, processed further, nor be made accessible in whole or in part to any third party without prior express and valid written 

permission of IQVIA AG. Terms used in connection with data/figures such as „patient”, ”doctor”, “medical practice”, ”prescriber”, or “pharmacy” do not designate any personal data but 

exclusively anonymous information (according to applicable, valid data protection laws).

IQVIA utilizes highly sophisticated technologies and methods in order to ensure that all its Information Services meet the applicable data protection requirements, regardless of the way 

data are combined.


